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ENTERPRISE AND CULTURE COMMITTEE 
 

AGENDA 
 

25th Meeting, 2005 (Session 2) 
 

Tuesday 29 November 2005 
 
The Committee will meet at 2.00 pm in Committee Room 6. 

1. Item in private: The Committee will consider whether to take agenda item 6 in 
private.  

2. Subordinate legislation: Nicol Stephen MSP, Deputy First Minister and Minister 
for Enterprise and Lifelong Learning, to move S2M-3565— 

That the Enterprise and Culture Committee recommends that the draft 
Fundable Bodies (Scotland) Order 2005 be approved.   

3. Internal reviews in the BBC: The Committee will take evidence from— 

Jeremy Peat, Governor, Ken MacQuarrie, Controller, and Donalda 
MacKinnon, Head of Programmes and Services, BBC Scotland.  

4. Ofcom review of public service broadcasting: The Committee will take 
evidence from— 

Tim Suter, Partner for Content and Standards, Vicki Nash, Director of Ofcom 
Scotland, and Alan Stewart, Head of Broadcasting and Telecoms for 
Scotland, Ofcom. 

5. Energy policy: The Committee will consider correspondence from the Convener 
of the Environment and Rural Development Committee, Sarah Boyack MSP.  

6. Bankruptcy and Diligence etc. (Scotland) Bill: The Committee will consider a 
list of candidates for the post of adviser to the Committee for its consideration of 
the Bankruptcy and Diligence etc. (Scotland) Bill.  

Stephen Imrie 
Clerk to the Committee 

Tel. 0131 348 5207 
enterprise.committee@scottish.parliament.uk 

 
* * * * * * * * * * 
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Enterprise and Culture Committee 
 

Meeting 29 November 2005 
 

Subordinate Legislation 
 
Introduction 
 

1. The following instrument was laid before the Parliament on 9 
November 2005 and is attached at Annex A: 

 
The Fundable Bodies (Scotland) Order 2005, (SSI/2005/draft) 

 
Purpose of the instrument 
 

2. This Order modifies the Further and Higher Education (Scotland) Act 
2005 (“the 2005 Act”) by adding The Adam Smith College, Fife and 
Forth Valley College of Further and Higher Education to the list of 
fundable bodies at Schedule 2 of the 2005 Act. The newly created 
Scottish Funding Council may only fund institutions listed in Schedule 2 
of the 2005 Act.  

 
3. The Adam Smith College, Fife, and the Forth Valley College of Further 

and Higher Education were formed on 1 August 2005 following the 
respective mergers of (a) Fife College and Glenrothes College and (b) 
Falkirk College and Clackmannanshire College.  

 
4. This Order is an affirmative instrument which is subject to approval 

within 40 days by resolution of the Parliament. This Order is due to 
come into force on 1 January 2006.  

 
Subordinate Legislation Committee report 
 

5. The Subordinate Legislation Committee (SLC) considered the 
Fundable Bodies (Scotland) Order 2005, (SSI/2005/draft) at its meeting 
on 14th November 2005.  

 
6. The SLC considers that the Explanatory Note accompanying this Order 

could have been more helpful and would have made the effect of the 
Order more apparent to the reader had it contained information as to 
the content of Schedule 2 to the 2005 Act and the meaning of 
“fundable body”. 

 
7. The SLC asked the Executive for an explanation as to why the 

Explanatory Note accompanying the Order did not contain this 
information.  

8. The Executive acknowledges that the Explanatory Note could have 
been more informative but considers that fuller explanation was not 
necessary given the context of the Order.  The Executive considers 
that the Order is not invalidated by the omission of the information 
highlighted by the SLC. 
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9. The SLC is content that the Order is not invalidated but draws the 
attention of the Enterprise and Culture Committee and Parliament 
to the Order on the grounds of defective drafting of the 
Explanatory Note. 

 
Procedure 
 

10. The Enterprise and Committee has been designated lead committee 
and is required to report to the Parliament by 12 December 2005. The 
draft Order was laid on 9 November 2005. Under Rule 10.6.1(b) of 
Standing Orders, the Order is subject to affirmative resolution before it 
can be made and it is for the Enterprise and Culture Committee to 
recommend to the Parliament whether the Order should be approved. 
The Deputy Minister for Enterprise and Lifelong Learning has, by 
motion S2M-3565 (set out in the agenda), proposed that the 
Committee recommends the approval of the Order. 

 
11. The Deputy First Minister and Minister for Enterprise and Lifelong 

Learning will attend in order to speak to and move the motion. The 
debate may last for up to 90 minutes. At the end of the debate, the 
Committee must decide whether or not to agree to the motion, and 
then report to the Parliament accordingly. Such a report need only be a 
short statement of the Committee’s recommendation. 

 
Action 

 
12. The Committee should consider whether to recommend to the 

Parliament that this draft instrument be approved, in accordance 
with motion S2M-3565, and whether there are any issues that it 
wishes to raise in reporting to the Parliament on the instrument. 

 
 
Stephen Imrie  
Clerk 
24 November 2005   
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BBC SCOTLAND UPDATE  NOVEMBER 2005 
 
This paper contains a brief update on the progress of the BBC reviews in Scotland since the evidence 
submitted in April, followed by some remarks on governance of the BBC in Scotland. The paper then 
offers brief comments on some of the concerns expressed by the committee in its Report to 
Parliament on the Implications of BBC Scotland’s Internal Reviews, of May 2005 (SP Paper 365).  
 
BBC REVIEWS – PROGRESS 
  
BBC Scotland and the trades unions have been negotiating at national and local level over the 
efficiency plans announced in March 2005. The talks have been constructive and although there are 
some unresolved issues in certain areas, considerable progress has been made.  
  
BBC Scotland remains committed to achieving greater efficiency, while seeking to improve technical 
and programme quality. To this end, the funds released through efficiency savings will be reinvested in 
services for Scottish audiences.  
  
Some reinvestment has already begun. For example, appointment interviews have taken place in 
connection with new regional text services.  
  
The efficiency savings are an essential prerequisite of BBC Scotland’s strategy for the future. BBC 
Scotland’s top-level objectives, related to delivering public value, are to be the most creative 
broadcaster in Scotland, to maintain and extend the social and cultural value BBC services currently 
offer to audiences in Scotland, and to support the development of the creative sector generally in 
Scotland.  
  
GOVERNANCE 
  
The Green Paper on the Review of the BBC’s Royal Charter suggested the replacement of the BBC 
Board of Governors by a new BBC Trust, which would have ultimate responsibility for upholding the 
public interest in the BBC. It also made suggestions for reconstituting the national Broadcasting 
Councils.  
  
The BBC National Governor for Scotland has stated clearly that the White Paper should contain 
specific proposals for direct representation of Scottish audiences on the new Trust, and a clear 
mechanism for accountability to those audiences.  
  
Both the BBC Board of Governors as a whole and BBC Scotland lay great emphasis on accountability 
to licence fee payers. In Scotland, the Broadcasting Council and its successor body are critical in this 
regard, as is a Scottish Governor or Trustee.    
   
PROGRAMME QUALITY 
  
In its evidence to the Committee in April 2005, BBC Scotland gave guarantees on technical and 
programme quality, based on experience in BBC Scotland and across the BBC. The carefully 
managed introduction of technology such as PDP (personal digital production) can bring practical and 
creative benefits as well as cost savings. The task is to increase the quality, depth and range of BBC 
Scotland services.  
  
INDEPENDENT COMMISSIONS 
  
The committee expressed concerns about the impact in Scotland of an increase in independent 
commissioning throughout the BBC.  
 
In our view there is scope for both more network commissioning for BBC Scotland and more 
opportunities for the independent sector in Scotland.
  
BBC Scotland has worked to support independents in Scotland and was identified as a key purchaser 
for the sector in a recent report commissioned for the BBC from external consultants (Frontier 
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Economics, May 2005). It remains an objective to maximise the proportion of network commissions 
gained by BBC Scotland both in-house and through the independent sector. We are confident that the 
sector will respond positively to the commitments made by the BBC in the reviews to increase network 
commissions from the Nations by 50%, and to make 50% of all television drama outside of London. 
BBC Scotland will further strengthen its creative and business links with independents to ensure those 
opportunities are maximised.  The development at Pacific Quay will significantly enhance BBC 
Scotland’s capability.
  
FUTURE STRATEGY 
  
BBC Scotland has a clear strategy for its contribution to broadcasting in Scotland. Already the major 
provider of Scottish programming, it aims to increase factual and entertainment programmes for 
Scottish audiences (including regional news-led services for six areas of Scotland), and increase 
Scottish representation on the UK networks.  It aims to establish Scotland as a centre of excellence for 
drama and comedy as it already has for children’s programming.  It is working with partners to 
establish an integrated digital Gaelic language service. It aims to be one of the most creative and 
efficient broadcasters in Europe, and to work to develop a robust and plural media sector in Scotland.  
  
To achieve these aims we have developed detailed, integrated strategies covering all Scottish centres 
and all areas of the business including property and technical equipment, organisation and culture, 
talent, channel and editorial development.   
  
REGIONAL NEWS 
  
BBC Scotland’s plans for regional news-led services for six regions will complement current provision, 
not replace it. The news services will be developed in accordance with audience need in Scotland.  
There should also be more scope to relay across Scotland stories from specific localities which should 
be of wider interest.
  
OUT-OF-GLASGOW 
  
The committee was not convinced that the Out of Glasgow strategy would have the success promised.  
  
BBC Scotland remains committed to growth in all centres across Scotland; hence the new opening in 
Selkirk, the commitment to refurbishment in Inverness and the commitment to a new facility in 
Dumfries. The move to all-digital production will roll-out in time across all centres, and managers and 
commissioners are committed to a stronger, more consistent presence outside of Glasgow. The aim is 
to ensure that all its centres, with their beneficial links to PQ, share the conditions necessary for 
creative development - a diverse production base, strong relationships with commissioners, new 
technology and a creative culture. Strategies for editorial development will be put in place for all 
centres and will be monitored as part of the business review process.  
 
Ken MacQuarrie 
Controller, BBC Scotland 
23 November 2005 
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Introduction 
 
Ofcom is pleased to provide this written submission on its review of Public Service 
Broadcasting (PSB) to the Parliament’s Enterprise and Culture Committee.  Members are 
referred to our earlier submission to the Committee as part of its report on the BBC Internal 
Reviews dated 20 April 2005 which can be found at: 
 
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/business/committees/enterprise/papers-05/ecp05-
10.pdf%20
 
We were also pleased to have a private meeting with the Committee on 18 May and 
members are referred to the note of that meeting circulated by the clerk. 
 
Ofcom is the independent regulator and competition authority for the UK communications 
industries.  We are charged by the 2003 Communications Act with assessing the 
effectiveness of the designated public service broadcasters (BBC, Channel 3, Channel 4, 
Five, S4C and Teletext), taken together, in delivering the public service purposes set out in 
the Act.  Ofcom’s first Review of Public Service Broadcasting (PSB) is now complete. 
 
Our submission is intended to update the Committee on the conclusions of the Review and 
further work derived from it as it affects broadcasting, economic development, skills and 
training and the television production sector in Scotland.   
 
The Review contained an economic analysis of the commercial broadcasting sector and the 
funding of its PSB commitments.  As we explained in our earlier submission to the 
Committee, our analysis showed that the old PSB model would not be sustainable in the run 
up to switchover, and beyond.  The historical compact in which public service broadcasting 
has been provided by the commercial broadcasters in return for privileges and discounted 
access to the analogue spectrum, will come under increasing pressure as the audience using 
analogue spectrum continues to decline.  There would be a drain of funding from the system 
which would need to be replaced to secure effective PSB in this new world.  Certain types of 
programming, including ambitious current affairs and factual programmes, programmes for 
the Nations and Regions, high end drama and cutting edge comedy, would be at risk.  
 
The broadcasting and production industry is facing a time of monumental change.  Changes 
in funding mechanisms for commercial production are happening because the available 
audience is fragmenting and has access to an ever increasing variety of sources of 
information and entertainment.  Digital switchover is now imminent and will offer a huge 
variety of additional channels and possibly change the way that people use their television 
set, moving from a piece of passive entertainment equipment to an electronic portal in the 
home for giving and receiving information.  Citizens and consumers need to be ready to 
make the best use of these new facilities as do the people who produce the content that 
drives them.   
 
We believe our proposals and decisions will help establish a secure environment for the 
future of PSB programming in Scotland and throughout the UK.  The driving force behind 
many of our proposals was digital switchover which now has a firm schedule in place.  Our 
review has concluded and our final proposals have been accepted and implemented.  There 
are a number of related projects on which work continues detailed later in this submission. 
 
 

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/business/committees/enterprise/papers-05/ecp05-10.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/business/committees/enterprise/papers-05/ecp05-10.pdf
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Summary 
 
We set out the context for PSB Review in our last submission to the Committee.  Full details 
of the Review and its conclusions are available on the Ofcom website at www.ofcom.org.uk.  
The Review took over a year to complete with three full public consultation periods and 
qualitative and quantitative research of over 1000 citizens in Scotland.  What follows is a 
summary of the recommendations as they affect Scottish TV, Grampian TV and Border TV.  
  
PSB Commitments for Scottish TV, Grampian TV 
 
Minimum requirements for regional news and non-news programmes will be standardised at 
5.5 hours per week and 4 hours per week respectively. 
 

• Scottish TV and Grampian TV will produce 4 hours of non-news regional 
programming between the two stations 

• This will be apportioned as 2.5 hours for Scottish TV and 1.5 hours for Grampian TV, 
therefore maintaining meaningful production centres for both licensee areas 

• Scottish TV and Grampian TV committed to a review of their news services to ensure 
more localised delivery.  Plans for these new services are well underway and new 
services are due to start early in 2007. 

 
The key issue for PSB programming in the time up to switchover is sustainability.  To ensure 
this Ofcom has looked closely at the funding mechanism for these programmes.  Ofcom has 
agreed to allow Scottish TV and Grampian TV to share all their non-news programmes (with 
the production split as outlined above).  In addition to this they would not be expected to pay 
for network programming that they could not show because of their comparatively higher 
regional commitments and are able to show dedicated Scottish current affairs in place of 
network current affairs programming.   
 
Overall this tailored solution offers Scotland a wide range of high quality regional 
programming.  Scottish viewers have this guaranteed minimum from the commercial ITV 
companies in Scotland along with output produced by BBC Scotland. 
 
In a separate project, Ofcom also reviewed the financial terms of many of the ITV companies 
in 2005, Scottish TV and Grampian TV included, in light of the challenges faced by 
commercial broadcasters as a result of increased competition brought about by viewers 
switching to digital.  Research undertaken for the Review showed that the value of the ITV 
licences was declining to the point where they would become commercially unsustainable at 
some point before switchover.  With this in mind and to streamline the commercial TV 
licensing process, a new financial settlement was offered to Scottish TV and Grampian TV 
which they accepted in June of this year.  This included commitments from both companies 
to support and facilitate digital switchover. 
 
Border TV 
 
Regional PSB commitments on Border TV remain the same as at present.  Ofcom has stated 
that it requires Border to provide clear evidence of its commitment to Scottish programming 
in its Annual Statement of Programme Policy. 
 
To ensure that this arrangement continues to meet the needs of Scottish viewers Ofcom will 
conduct annual assessments of Scottish TV, Grampian TV and Border TV along with their 
public self-assessment process as required by the Communications Act 2003. 
 
Gaelic Programming and a dedicated Gaelic digital channel 
 

http://www.ofcom.org.uk/
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A further area of work which stemmed from the Review was developing a road map for 
Gaelic programming in the face of changes to regional programming as a whole and to 
ensure its presence on screen up to and beyond digital switchover.  Research carried out by 
Leirsinn on behalf of the Gaelic Media Service (GMS) showed a clear demand from the 
Gaelic audience for a dedicated digital channel.  Digital services are already licensed by 
Ofcom and the GMS was enabled by the Communications Act 2003 to hold a broadcast 
licence.  The critical aspect of creating a new channel was to secure a funding package 
between a number of parties including Scottish TV and Grampian TV.  Ofcom facilitated 
discussions between Scottish TV, Grampian TV, the BBC, the Scottish Executive and DCMS.  
These discussions were fruitful and earlier this month Ofcom was pleased to announce that 
funding had been agreed with Scottish TV and Grampian TV to aid the set up and launch of 
a dedicated Gaelic digital channel.  A package of £1.2 million of programming and assistance 
has been agreed over the course of the next three years, to be funded by a reduction in the 
amount of Gaelic programmes the commercial broadcasters are required to show in peak 
time.  Further discussions are required to put in place the full funding package and Ofcom 
continues to play an active role in these.  A dedicated digital channel offers not only 
scheduling freedom but also a place in the digital television channel line up prior to 
switchover which will prove invaluable in years to come. 
 
PSB and the BBC Green Paper 
 
Ofcom responded to the BBC Green Paper consultation.  In formulating our response, we 
drew on much of the extensive analysis contained in our review of Public Service 
Broadcasting.  We were pleased to note that the public purposes and characteristics of PSB 
contained with the Green Paper were consistent with our own.  Ofcom’s Review produced a 
new definition of PSB as follows: 
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The definition of the BBC’s Public Purposes expressed by Government in the Green Paper 
are: 
 

• Sustaining citizenship and civil society 
• Promoting education and learning 
• Stimulating creativity and cultural excellence 
• Reflecting the UK, its Nations, regions and communities 
• Bringing the world to the UK and the UK to the world 

 
However securing the BBC is not the same as securing PSB for the future.  Ofcom favours a 
broader approach to PSB, encouraging competition for quality across a range of providers in 
addition to the BBC – including Channel 4, a Public Service Publisher and possibly local 
digital content services.  Ofcom’s Review established that there is strong public support for 
PSB in television – as well as clear ongoing support for a plurality of providers in the PSB 
system. 
 
We are already seeing plans for localised news services from the BBC in Scotland along with 
those announced by Scottish TV and Grampian TV. 
 
The majority of UK households now have access to digital television, and penetration 
continues to grow. Competition in the television market is becoming fiercer, and choice is 
increasing, handing more power from producers to consumers. Viewers are benefiting from 
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the greater choice afforded by the development of digital television, and from the increasing 
distribution of content over broadband and other new delivery platforms. 
 
Digital Switchover 
 
Another major announcement made since our last submission to the Committee is the 
timetable for digital switchover.  Scotland takes a pioneering role within the UK with the first 
region, Border, covering 300,000 Scottish viewers, switching in 2008.  Preparations both 
technically and in terms of consumer information are well underway; Digital UK’s first press 
campaign starts in Border this week.  Digital UK is the organisation tasked by central 
Government with leading the consumer information programme.  Ofcom will continue to 
research the switchover process and to report on issues related to digital TV more generally. 
 
The Scottish and Grampian TV regions will switch in 2010.  Penetration in the UK is high and 
59% of households in Scotland have already taken up digital services.   
 
Ofcom recently conducted research which concluded that the figure for digital uptake will 
grow at 6% per year up to switchover.  By the time of switchover, nine out of ten households 
will already have taken up digital services voluntarily. We estimate around one in ten 
households, however, will not have switched voluntarily by this time and will need to do so 
during the switchover period in their region if they are to continue to receive TV services.  
The cost of switching these households ranges from £28 to £153.  Where necessary, 
replacement of aerials is predicted to cost an additional £20 to £165 depending on whether 
there is a need to replace the roof aerial and on the number of new set top aerials required.  
 
In the years before switchover occurs, DTT coverage will remain limited to approximately 
73% of the UK population. This provides lower coverage on digital by the Public Service 
Broadcasters (PSBs) than is the case with existing analogue transmissions. DTT coverage is 
limited by the necessity to transmit at a reduced power in order to avoid interference with the 
analogue transmissions. However, once switchover has taken place, the power of digital 
transmissions will be increased resulting in a coverage equivalent to that of current analogue 
transmissions (around 98.5% of households) – indeed, this is one of the primary benefits of 
switchover. 
 
Whilst DTT will, after switchover, provide access to the PSBs without subscription for the 
majority of the population, there will always be some who cannot receive an adequate signal. 
Some areas in the Highlands of Scotland for example receive limited DTT service due to the 
unique geography of the area.  For these households, free to view satellite will be the main 
low cost option. Free to view satellite is in its infancy in the UK with Sky currently providing 
the only platform offering access to all of the PSBs. The Sky service offers consumers 
professional installation, a minidish and a digital receiver box for £150, with no ongoing 
subscription. In September 2005 the BBC and ITV announced plans to launch an 
unencrypted free to view satellite offering to compete with the subscription-free Sky service. 
This will allow viewers to receive the BBC and ITV channels by purchasing a satellite dish 
and STB independent of Sky, the need for Sky-specified installation or any decoder cards. 
The details and costs of this new service are not yet announced. 
 
Technological developments present new opportunities for creating and distributing PSB 
content: audiences will be able to access on-demand libraries and archives of PSB 
programming; interactive features will enhance the provision of news and educational 
material; content will be made available on portable and mobile devices, as well as on the 
main household TV screen; and effective and user-friendly navigation around different types 
of content will allow viewers to find PSB content more readily. 
 
Media Literacy 
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With the proliferation of new ways of accessing information consumers need the skills to 
ensure that they can interpret and use what is on offer.  Ofcom has a statutory duty to 
promote media literacy and uses the definition ‘Media literacy is the ability to access, 
understand and create communications in a variety of contexts’.  In an increasingly 
converged communications world, people face greater media choice.  Media literacy will 
provide some of the tools people need to make full use of the opportunities offered, to 
manage their expectations and to protect themselves and their families from the risks 
involved. Through confident use of communications technologies people will gain a better 
understanding of the world around them and be better able to engage with it. 
 
We are working with stakeholders to help focus on the present and future media literacy 
needs of all members of society. There are many stakeholders who have a key role to play in 
the promotion of media literacy skills, knowledge and understanding in both adults and 
children. These include content producers, broadcasters, platform and network providers, 
educators, government departments, parents, children’s charities and other organisations. 
Our principal role will be to provide leadership and leverage to promote media literacy. 
 
We have been active in this area in Scotland in a number of ways.  We have been working 
closely with the Scottish Adult Learners Partnership this year and participated in the Scottish 
Education and Teacher Training Conference in September.  We regularly meet Scottish 
stakeholders such as Learning and Teaching Scotland, Scottish Libraries and Information 
Council and Ofcom’s Advisory Committee for Scotland take a keen interest in developments 
in this area.  Scottish TV and Grampian TV are also required to set out their media literacy 
strategies in their statements of programme policy each year.   
 
To better understand the picture in the UK and Scotland, Ofcom has been conducting a 
media literacy audit.  Ofcom’s media literacy audit survey was carried out in June and July 
this year. Over 4,500 people across the UK were interviewed, including a statistically valid 
Scottish sample, about their use of and attitudes towards TV, radio, mobile phones, the 
internet and the press.  
 
A full and thorough analysis of the dataset is currently taking place, alongside the 
development of media literacy “typologies” or “clusters” to provide in-depth understanding of 
the types of media literacy people have and the motivations behind them. Early indications 
are that the survey will provide invaluable insight into the current extent and types of media 
literacy across the UK and within different groups.  
 
The core report will be published in January 2006, with additional reports on different groups 
during the first quarter of 2006.  This will give a full picture of where the priority areas for 
Scotland are to allow complete participation of our citizens in the digital future and to take 
advantage of developing communications technologies  
 
Local Television and New Technologies 
 
The way that television programming and public service broadcasting is delivered is 
changing.  During the research for the Review, Ofcom saw clear support for certain genres of 
programming and for more localised news and information services.  As a result of this a 
supplementary project was launched looking at local digital services and interactive content.  
This project is ongoing and is expected to report at the end of 2005.  The remit is to look at 
options for local digital services in the context of other spectrum allocation demands.  
Although the technical details are the primary focus for Ofcom at the moment another aspect 
of these developments is the content supply market that will be generated.  Ofcom has been 
looking into the current supply market for television production. 
 
Review of the Television Production Sector 
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A distinct project that stemmed from the Review of Public Service Broadcasting was 
designed to look at the programme supply market throughout the UK, with a consultation 
document scheduled for publication in late 2005.  As stated in our response to the Green 
Paper, Ofcom believes that the BBC should be expected to work towards similar levels of 
network Out of London production as ITV1.  In terms of volume and spend this quota for 
ITV1 currently sits at 50% of production.  Currently the BBC’s quotas are 25% by hours and 
30% by spend.  Overall, this review concerns essential aspects of the relationship between 
television broadcasters and the production sector – focusing in particular on the key 
production quotas, and the operation of the commissioning system between producers and 
broadcasters. While the role of in-house production will be considered, the main focus of 
Ofcom’s analysis will be on the position of the independent production sector and what 
regulatory interventions, if any, should be maintained.  The review also addresses the issue 
of the definition of a qualifying independent production company.  

Preliminary economic modelling shows that throughout the UK £4.7 billion was spent on 
programming in 2004.  Of this, £950 million was spent outside of London.  £138 million was 
spent in Scotland, higher than in Wales or Northern Ireland.  The value of external production 
(ie production by companies other than Grampian, Scottish and the BBC) was around £70 
million and 3 of the 12 independent production companies who took part in the survey 
reported turnover of higher than £4 million.  Scotland’s independent production companies 
work with a mix of genres but are most successful in the areas of drama, children’s television 
and factual programming. 
 
With an ever expanding production sector, skills are clearly an important area.  Earlier this 
year the Broadcast Training and Skills regulator was set up (BTSR).  Ofcom is required to 
promote training and development across the broadcasting industry and to ensure that the 
arrangements made by broadcasters are effective. The BTSR has been established jointly by 
Ofcom, UK television and radio broadcasters, and Skillset to carry out this role.   

Audit of Nations and Regions 

Ofcom included in the Annual Plan 05/06 the commitment to undertake an audit of the 
nations and regions.  This reflects a recurring theme in responses to several of our 
consultations that Ofcom’s work reflect the differences between the nations – Scotland, 
Wales and Northern Ireland – and the English regions. 

There is considerable debate about geographic variations in availability and take up of 
communications services and the reasons behind these differences. However, the patterns 
of variance have never been assessed systematically using market research and other 
secondary information.  

The audit of nations and regions aims to establish a solid evidence base by consolidating 
existing information on availability, take up, attitudes, intentions and usage of a range of 
communications platforms and services among consumers by geographic location and 
analyse patterns of variance by nation and region.  Workshops and seminars in the nations 
and regions will provide further opportunity for discussion of the research findings.  

The audit will begin with a data gathering phase which is now under way.  Ofcom Scotland is 
heavily involved in the overall process. 

An interim report will be published in early-06. This will set out findings of the data analysis.  
A final report will be published by mid-06. This will assess the implications of the research 
findings on current and planned Ofcom work and, where appropriate, make 
recommendations.  
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We trust that this submission is helpful to the Committee in its deliberations and look forward 
to receiving members’ views. 

Vicki Nash 

Director Ofcom Scotland 

23 November 2005 
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ENVIRONMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE 

  
 
Alex Neil MSP 
Convener, Enterprise and Culture 
Committee 
Room M1.04 
The Scottish Parliament 
Edinburgh 
EH99 1SP 

22 November 2005 
 
Dear Alex 
 
As you may be aware, the Environment and Rural Development Committee conducted an 
inquiry into climate change in the Spring of 2005. Energy generation and efficiency, and 
issues about renewable energy, were important elements of the evidence the Committee 
took during that inquiry and the Committee made some recommendations on those issues. 
However, the Committee was mindful that some of the issues are reserved, and others are 
in the remit of the Enterprise and Culture Committee. The Committee specifically sought to 
avoid duplicating any of the work done by your Committee in its 2004 renewable energy 
inquiry. 
 
Members of the Environment and Rural Development Committee have expressed a desire 
to continue to follow up many of the issues raised in its climate change inquiry in future 
work. The Committee is aware that the Executive is currently developing a 
'Comprehensive energy study' (the initial phase of which is expected to be published 
before the end of the year) and that the Royal Society of Edinburgh is also conducting an 
inquiry on Scotland’s Energy Supply (which is expected to report in Summer 2006). On 16 
November the Committee discussed its forward work programme and raised a number of 
issues relating to energy. In doing so, the Committee was again mindful that energy policy 
is largely reserved and that consideration of devolved aspects of policy is mainly within the 
remit of your Committee  
 
The Committee has made no formal decision on how it may wish to proceed with any work 
on these issues. As a first step in exploring options, the Committee agreed that I should 
write to you to request information of what, if any, follow-up work your Committee may be 
planning to its renewable energy inquiry. I realise that your Committee will have a full 
workload. However, I would be grateful if you could provide me with any information on 
your future work plans relating to renewable energy or energy policy in general.
 
 



 
 
 

Separately, it may be of interest to the Enterprise and Culture Committee that the 
Committee has also decided to develop options for a short inquiry in Spring 2006 into the 
development of the Scottish forestry strategy, which will include reference to biomass and 
biofuels. 
 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
 
Yours sincerely  
 
 
 
 
Sarah Boyack MSP 
Convener 
 
cc Stephen Imrie, Clerk to the Enterprise and Culture Committee, Room T3.40 

Sarah Boyack MSP  
The Scottish Parliament, Edinburgh EH99 1SP 
• tel: 0131 348 5751 • fax: 0131 348 5974 

• e-mail: sarah.boyack.msp@scottish.parliament.uk • web: www.sarahboyack.net 
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